
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Jaime
King’s  Ex  Kyle  Newman  Says
She Emptied Bank Account in
Divorce Battle

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, messy details about Jaime King
and  husband  Kyle  Newman’s  divorce  continue  to  surface.
According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  celebrity  exes  tried  to
finalize their divorce in early June of this year, but were
unable to reach an agreement. King has now reportedly cleared
the couple’s joint bank account and refused Newman access to
their family home. 
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In  celebrity  break-up  news,  some
not-so-pleasant details are coming
out  about  Jaime  King  and  Kyle
Newman’s divorce battle. What are
some  ways  to  keep  you  split
amicable?

Cupid’s Advice:

Break-ups  are  always  challenging,  even  if  they  are  not
happening in the celebrity spotlight. If you are looking for
ways to keep your break-up as cordial as possible, Cupid has
some advice for you:

1. Be professional: Emotions run high during the process of
breaking  up,  and  may  cause  some  people  to  act  out  of
character. It is important to remain professional in the early
stages of a break-up to prevent creating unnecessary conflict.
Agreeing on dates for your ex to collect their belongings or
return keys if you were living together is a good way to keep
the break up harmonious. 

Related link: Celebrity Exes Kendra Wilkinson & Hank Baskett
Are in a ‘Really Good Spot’ After Split

2. Vent to a friend: The break-up is going to be one of the
most prominent things on your mind during this time, and your
feelings toward it could change daily. There may be times when
you are upset or angry about the circumstances, and other
times when you are relieved the relationship is over. Rather
than confusing your ex partner, find a trusted friend that you
can process your feelings with. 

Related  link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  ‘Riverdale’  Star  Vanessa
Morgan & Michael Kopech Split Days After Announcing Pregnancy
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3. Consider everyone involved: Even though the break-up is
taking place between you and your partner, there are often
other people involved such as family members and friends.
While it is important to prioritize yourself in these types of
situations, it also may be necessary to consider the feelings
of  others.  By  taking  into  account  how  your  break-up  is
affecting  other  people,  you  may  be  able  to  have  clearer
conversations  with  others  involved  and  alleviate  some
unnecessary  tension.  

What are some ways you have tried to keep a break-up amicable?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Taylor  Swift  Throws  Star-
Studded Celebrity Baby Shower
for Jaime King
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By: Maria N. Capalbo

According  to  E!  Online.com,  Taylor  Swift  threw  a  huge
celebrity baby shower bash for her best friend Jaime King. The
shower took place in Los Angeles on Sunday, June 14th. The
guests included celebs like Jessica Alba, Emma Roberts, Selma
Blair, Sarah Hyland and more! They all had a great time in the
dress-up photo booth. King told E!, “I always thought if I
were to have another child that Taylor would be the ideal
godmother because the way she not only treats me but the way
she treats other human beings.” This celebrity baby has the
best Godmother someone could ask for! King also believes her
BFF Swift will be a great role model!

This soon-to-be celebrity baby is
already being celebrated!  What are
some  ways  to  make  a  baby  shower
unique?

http://www.eonline.com/news/666533/taylor-swift-throws-star-studded-baby-shower-for-jaime-king-see-who-attended-the-major-throwdown


Cupid’s Advice:

Having a baby shower really kicks off the new chapter in your
life of welcoming a new member to the family! Cupid has some
love advice on how to get creative with your baby shower:

1. Advice needed: Have your guests write down “need-to-know”
parenting tips or even just some words of wisdom. Put all the
information you have gotten from your guests into one big
scrapbook or journal to keep forever!

Related Link: Jessica Simpson Celebrates Her Baby Shower

2. Brunch it up: Celebrate your baby shower at a nice venue
that serves delicious breakfast, omelettes, pancakes, french
toast, and bacon. Fill your guests’ stomachs up with greatness
just like yours is! When they leave, they will be completely
satisfied.

Related  Link:  Reality  Star  Kourtney  Kardashian  Celebrates
Second Celebrity Baby Shower with IHOP Pajama Party

3. Shower fortune: Have the guests guess your baby’s name and
gender by playing a homemade version of Wheel of Fortune! Buy
vowels, spin the wheel, and have a great time with everyone.
Be sure to create teams, and whoever wins get to eat the cake
first!

What are some ways you’ve celebrated your baby shower? Comment
below!
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